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With the increasing difficulties associated with heating, the new energy industry has
become the mainstay for property development. The effective diffusion of leading
technologies supplies a social edge for enterprise core technologies, and this is also a
necessary topic for industrial transformation and optimization. Within the international
context of energy conservation and emission reduction, the scientific and in-depth study of
the diffusion mechanisms underlying leading technologies in the new energy industry have
vital theoretical significance for the promotion of the diffusion of leading technologies.
Based on the introduction of the Bass model and one extension model, this paper
constructs the diffusion model of the new energy industry’s leading technology and
analyzes its diffusion mechanism. The identified mechanism indicates that in the case of
imperfect market and policy environments, the diffusion of the leading technology of the
new energy industry is mainly influenced by the “expected utility” of innovators and the
“actual utility” of imitators. The diffusion of the leading technology in innovator enterprises
of the new energy industry is mainly affected by the “expected utility,” while the diffusion in
imitator enterprises is affected by the “actual utility.” These influences are verified by
simulation analysis. Based on the diffusion mechanism, several suggestions are presented
for the promotion of the diffusion mechanism of leading technology, with the aim to provide
references for the government, industry associations, and enterprises for relevant
decision-making.
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INTRODUCTION

The 24th Meeting of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) (COP24) was held in Katowice, Poland, from December 2–14, 2018. This is
not only the most important meeting after the Paris Climate Conference, but also a key
opportunity for determining whether the goals of the Paris Agreement can be achieved. The
rules outlined in the Paris Agreement call for an increase of global climate action, and climate
finance was the focus of the conference. Director General of Greenpeace International, Jennifer
Morgan, called on all countries to shoulder the responsibilities entrusted by the times, and
furthermore called for timely and clear climate improvement actions. China has made
outstanding achievements in climate improvement actions over the past few years, and has
thus reached its 2020 emission reduction target three years earlier. Although the coal
consumption has risen again since then, China promised that its greenhouse gas emissions
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will peak at around 2030. This means that China will continue
to increase its efforts toward energy upgrades over the next
10 years, and therefore, will face greater responsibilities and
more reform costs (Liu et al., 2017; Zheng and Wang, 2019).

Technology is one of the main manifestations of knowledge.
Today, competitiveness is mainly reflected by knowledge, and
its efficient diffusion leads toward social progress, enterprise
upgrading, and industrial development (Kumar and Agarwala,
2016). The leading technology represents the main technology
that can represent the development of the society as a while
during a certain period of time. At the same time, it can cause
major changes in the technology systems of advanced
technology and emerging technologies (Wang et al., 2017).
Steam power technology was the leading technology from the
end of the 18th century to the middle of the 19th century, while
metallurgical technology and power technology were the
leading technologies from the middle of the 19th century to
the beginning of the 20th century. The technology group that
includes electronic technology, biotechnology, and
information technology was the leading technologies of the
early 20th century (Sun et al., 2016). Since science and
technology are rapidly developing in the 21st century,
under the background of low-carbon economy, new energy
technologies will undoubtedly be part of the leading
technologies. The effective diffusion of leading technologies
presents a source of social benefits for technological
innovation for a country or region (Ortiz, 2019).
Technology diffusion is a sub-process of innovation, but
technology diffusion is also a completely independent
activity process of technology and economic integration
(Nicholas et al., 2015). Technology would not impact the
economy without the proliferation of innovation. Therefore,
effectively promoting the diffusion of the leading technologies
of the new energy industry and mastering the diffusion
mechanism, based on the leading technologies of the new
energy industry, have become strategic issues that need to
be resolved over the course of Chinese economic development.

Leading technology is the advanced technology and
emerging technology that can represent the main direction
of social development in a certain period and cause significant
changes in the technology system. As we all know, steam power
technology is the leading technology from the end of 18th
century to the middle of 19th century; Metallurgical
technology and electric power technology are the leading
technologies from the mid-19th century to the early 20th
century; The technology group including electronic
technology, biotechnology and information technology, is
the leading technology in the early 20th century. With the
rapid development of science and technology in the 21st
century, new energy technology under the background of
low-carbon economy has undoubtedly become one of the
leading technologies. With the development of the times,
the new energy industry has entered the 21st century, and
is rising rapidly all over the world. It has been listed as one of
the nine strategic emerging industries in China. At the macro
level, all the industrial chains related to new energy belong to
the category of new energy industry; At the micro level, only

the production and R & D of new energy belong to the new
energy industry.

Scholars from different countries often have a different
understanding of leading technologies because of their
different perspectives. The main views can be divided into two
classes. A number of researchers justify the meaning of the
dominant technology from a single technology. In this context,
dominant technology refers to the stable state of an existing
technology system that may be broken into a certain period, and
that will trigger technological changes, innovations, and even
industrial changes in different fields. The technology of a series
activity features a decisive significance for technological
advancement, and is the premise and key force for the
development of a new technology system (Ahn, 2018;
Nascimento et al., 2009). Leading technology has several
distinct characteristics, such as its advanced nature and
leading nature, which conjointly becomes the elementary
condition for dominant market norms (Sharif and Kabir,
1967). Aleksios suggested that the emergence of a dominant
technology could be a watershed within technology and
business evolution. As a result, the determination of dominant
technology is expanded if an enterprise effectively solves the
problems associated with technological uncertainty and
enterprise maturity. The process of the determinant dominant
technology is typically between changes within the nature of
technology, changes in the competitive position, and changes in
shopper cluster adoption ways (Giovangis and Skiadas, 1999; Jun
et al., 2002; Jun, 2018). Other researchers support the connotation
of leading technology from the level of technology integration.
The alleged dominant technology could be the product
technology system enterprises and customers expect within the
dynamical market setting at a relevant time (Narin, 1994; Joung
and Kim, 2017; Hu et al., 2018). Furthermore, the leading
technologies could unite related technologies, which may lead
to a combination of the replacement leading technology or a new
technological system. This can evoke technological modification,
cause changes within the technology-economic model, and may
induce a replacement semi-permanent economic cycle (Jaffe
et al., 1993; Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 1999; Néstor and María
Teresa, 2015). A number of researchers perceive this
technology as the dominant design, i.e., during a certain
period, several single technological innovations are integrated.
The interaction between technology and the market is reflected by
merchandise, where single technologies are dominant designs.

In recent years, researchers have conducted connected
analyses on leading technologies and technology diffusion in
the new energy industry. Liu used patents as research objects
and utilized input-output analysis methods to build a patent
citation matrix, using the Python programming language. The
matrix calculates the induction and influence coefficients that
enable the identification of core and cutting-edge technologies.
The results showed that in the new energy industry, the cutting-
edge technology field is the research and development of marine
energy technology, while the core technology is solar energy
technology, which has a greater impact on the development of the
entire new energy field (Liu et al., 2017). Sun used the Kaya
equation to determine the core standards of key technologies for
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new energy industry-energy security and emission reduction. Sun
further analyzed the external and internal environment of the
Chinese new energy industry technology promotion with a
technology diffusion model (Sun et al., 2016). Kumar
constructed a technology diffusion model for renewable new
energy by discussing multiple innovations, energy efficiency,
and support policies for new energy technologies (Kumar and
Agarwala, 2016). Malone used existing information to assess
governmental strategies and to link the diffusion of new
energy technologies to the national surroundings. Empirical
research in the United States, Brazil, and Sweden showed that
the combination of technological transformation and national
environment promotes the successful diffusion of major energy
technologies (Malone et al., 2017). Edsand used a comprehensive
framework of system functions and landscape factors to identify
and analyze many obstacles that hinder the diffusion of wind
energy technology in Colombia. Edsand confirmed the value of
landscape analysis, and pointed out that landscape factors should
be used as endogenous factors to promote energy technology
diffusion (Edsand, 2017). Stucki studied how different types of
policies affect the diffusion of new energy technologies among
enterprises. Stucki investigated 1,200 new energy companies of
Switzerland and found that energy taxes are an effective policy
tool that aids the diffusion of new energy technologies among
enterprises (Stucki and Woerter, 2016).

The related ideas of the Bass model cannot be used to verify the
analysis direction of the diffusion theory; however, using them
can provide an additional search basis for the diffusion theory.
Therefore, the Bass model has landmark significance for the
research of the diffusion model. In the decades following the
appearance of the Bass model, most reported diffusion models
were based on it. Bass combined a predictive consumer product
diffusion model with a logistic model (Bass, 1969). The resulting
model assumes that new product companies are affected by the
above two modes of communication, which is based on
Rogers’five classifications of companies: innovative adopters,
early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggard (Bass,
1980). In terms of the extension of the Bass model for technology
diffusion, the technology innovation model (TIM) proposed by
Tse not only added the factor of new technology product
suppliers, but also proposed that for new technology holders,
curiosity is a key driving force behind successful technology
diffusion (Tse and Lau, 1997). Chen introduced more
microscopic details, and established a new Bass extension
model based on the theory of supply and demand in the Tse
model. This new Bass extension includes differential equations of
three state variables X, Y, and Z, and is commonly referred to as
the XYZ model (Chen, 2008). In his research, Chen pointed out
that the essence of technology diffusion is the decision of whether
technology suppliers trade or not, based on profit, and whether
potential adopters adopt or not, based on utility maximization.
This is particularly important for the decision of technology
suppliers, which may impact the final result of the diffusion.
At the same time, Chen proposed that the value representation of
technology products is the realized actual utility and the potential
expected utility. Yu-Heng Chen used BASS model to present the
technological S-curves and identified the optimal patent strategy

(Chen et al., 2011). Baur article used the methodology of System
Dynamics and the theory of Bass model to develop a model of the
German photovoltaic market for small plants on private houses
and tests public policies (Baur and Uriona, 2018). According to
BASS Model, Kapur developed a parsimonious and innovative
model that captures the dynamics of new product diffusion in the
recent high-technology markets (Kapur et al., 2019). Singhal
examined the problem of stochasticity in predicting the
adoption growth pattern of technological innovations based on
BASS model (Singhal et al., 2020).

Many researchers have recognized the necessity of the
recent energy industry within the economic development
pattern (Li et al., 2021; Ullah et al., 2021; Minuto et al.,
2021). Related problems with the new energy industry, with
regard to technology diffusion, have received increasing
attention from researchers. Analyses of the mechanism of
technology diffusion, which supports completely different
eventualities, remains in its infancy (Pakravan and
MacCarty, 2021; Rezaei-Moghaddam and Far, 2019).
Therefore, this paper uses the Bass model to explore the
leading technology diffusion mechanism of the new energy
industry. The aim is to improve and enrich the theoretical
system of technological innovation, which has reference value
for new energy companies that face technical decisions. As the
new energy industry is an emerging industry, the relevant
market environment and policy environment are not perfect,
even after the relevant technologies have been integrated into
the market at the R&D stage. This restricts their development
to a certain extent. Therefore, this paper sets the diffusion of
the leading technology of the new energy industry in the
background of an imperfect market environment and
imperfect policy environment. This imperfect market and
policy environment mainly shows that the social
infrastructure related to the new energy industry is
currently still in its construction period. This makes it
unable to provide an external guarantee for the leading
technology diffusion of the new energy industry. The
atmosphere of relevant technical R&D is slack, and the
imperfect infrastructure and the lack of talents lead to the
failure to form a good market environment, scientific and
technological environment, policies, and systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Compared with other technologies, the leading technology of new
energy industry has more obvious characteristics. In their related
research, scholars pointed out that the leading technology of new
energy industry has the characteristics of complexity, guidance
and externality. The reasons are as follows: 1) The top technology,
advanced technology or the integration of multiple technologies
are the basis for establishing the leading technology of new energy
industry. Therefore, the leading technology of new energy
industry has the characteristics of high complexity. 2) At the
industrial level, the leading technology of new energy industry
represents the development direction of the internal technology
frontier of the industry, and plays a guiding role in the formation
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and development of the country’s future industry, and is
conducive to the upgrading of the internal technology of the
industry and realizing the leapfrog development. Therefore, the
leading technology of new energy industry has guiding
characteristics. 3) Due to its relatively important position, the
leading technology and related technology of new energy industry
are relatively easy to spread and spill over to other departments or
fields, which reflects the externality of the leading technology of
new energy industry. In the process of model selection and
formula derivation, we fully consider these three characteristics
of energy technology.

As mentioned before, the incomplete situation of environment
is mainly manifested in the construction period of social
infrastructure, the relative lack of relevant technical R&D
personnel and R&D atmosphere, which can not provide
external guarantee for the leading technology diffusion of new
energy industry. In this case, the diffusion process of new energy
industry’s leading technology is similar to the adoption process of
new products in bass diffusion model, so this paper chooses Bass
model to study the diffusion mechanism of new energy industry’s
leading technology under the incomplete environment. The
original hypothesis of the BASS model is expressed as (1):

R(t) � p + q
m
N(t) (1)

R(t) represents the number of adopters of new products at time t,
p is the innovation coefficient, q is the imitation coefficient, m is
the maximum market potential , N(t) is the cumulative number
of new product adopters before time t. When t � 0, N(0) � 0,
R(0) � p, p means the influence of the innovative adopters on
new product diffusion, q

mN(t) represents the influence of the
adopters on the imitators.

Let f (t) be the proportion of adopters of the new product at
time t, and F(t) � ∫ f (t)dt. Let F(0) � 0, F(t) is the cumulative
proportion of adopters at time 0-t, so N(t) is expressed as
N(t) � mF(t). Therefore:

f (t) � [1 − F(t)][p + qF(t)] (2)

The transformed expression (2) is the basic expression of the
Bass model.

Let n(t) be the number of adopters at time t. The Bass model
can be transformed into (3) (Bass, 1969):

n(t) � p[m − N(t)] + q
m
N(t)[m − N(t)]

� pm + (q − p)N(t) − q
m
[N(t)]2 (3)

The basic expression of the Bass model is used to enrich the
impact of external environmental factors on the diffusion of
leading technologies in new energy industry. Because the
diffusion of the leading technology of new energy industry will
be greatly affected by the external environment, the paper adds
environmental elements to the diffusion model of the leading
technology of new energy industry. Considering that scholars use
markets and policies as environmental factors when they use the
Bass model to study technology diffusion within the industry, the
research in this paper mainly considers the environmental impact

of market environment and policy environment on the dominant
technology diffusion of new energy industries. The paper
comprehensively considers the innovation coefficient p and the
imitation coefficient q in BASS model, and introduces external
influence factors to make it a function equation with
environmental characteristics:

p � (v + w)gp + ep (4)

q � (v + w)gq + eq (5)

v represents the overall market interaction coefficient (which
means market acceptance of Technology) in a region, w
represents the overall policy interaction coefficient (which
means policy follow-up speed after technology entering the
market) in the same region. gq and gp represent the influence
coefficients of the policy comprehensive interaction coefficient
and market comprehensive interaction coefficient on the
imitation coefficient q and the innovation coefficient p, e is the
random error term.

Substituting (4) and (5) into the basic expression of the Bass
model (2) yields (6), and after collation, it yields (7):

f (t) � [1 − F(t)][(v + w)gp + (v + w)gqF(t)] + epq (6)

f (t) � v[1 − F(t)][gp + gqF(t)] + w[1 − F(t)][(gp + gqF(t))]epq
(7)

From Equation 7, when v � 0,w≠ 0, it means that the market,s
comprehensive role in a certain area is small or not, then the
diffusion is government-oriented; when v ≠ 0,w � 0, it means in a
certain area the domestic policy has a small or no comprehensive
role, then diffusion is market-oriented; when v ≠ 0,w≠ 0,
diffusion is mixed-oriented.

Let Y be the diffusion ratio of a new technology; E is the
environmental factor of the heterogeneous diffusion policy; S is
the expected utility of the market; p � (E : S) is the judgment
function of the expected utility of the technology absorber
affected by the environmental impact of the heterogeneous
diffusion policy; q is the sensitivity coefficient of the
technology absorber to the market; X is the utility of a new
technology to the technology absorber; δ is the utility of
technology replacement. Extending the basic form of Bass f (t) �
[1 − F(t)][p + qF(t) to:

dy/dt � (1 − Y)[p(E; S) + q · (X − δ) · Y] (8)

Equation 8 represents that diffusion depends on the
technology absorber as an innovator and imitator. The
innovators are the first companies to try new technologies.
Their decision basis is based only on the expected market
utility of the technology. The bigger is p(E : S), innovators are
more willing to adopt leading technologies in new energy
industry without the reference of “actual utility” in the
market. The imitator is the technology absorber after the
innovator. Whether they adopt a leading technology of new
energy industry depends on whether the leading technology
can bring them more utility than other technologies, that is
(X − δ). As the imitator’s sensitivity to the market, q
represents the imitator’s response to the market, and this
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response is continuous. Therefore, the speed of technology
diffusion is determined by it. All parameters are listed in
Table 1.

RESULTS

Leading Technology Diffusion Mechanism
of the New Energy Industry Based on the
Bass Model
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the diffusion
mechanism of the leading technology of the new energy industry.
The expected utility S of the innovator and the actual utility X of
the imitator exert a decisive influence on the large-scale diffusion
of the leading technology of the new energy industry. When
technology-holding companies choose to promote new
technologies, as the first group of innovators who boldly try
new technologies, enterprises decide whether to adopt these
leading technologies based on their expected market utility.
Because of the complexity of the dominant technology, the
cost of adopting a technology that includes information from
multiple fields will be higher than the cost of adopting a general
technology. In this situation, at the early stage when a new
technology enters the market, because of the imperfect market
environment, the transaction mechanism related to the leading
technology has not yet been completed. Therefore, the technology
absorbing party has to pay a higher cost. Companies with
stronger comprehensive strength commonly have more
abundant capital and can thus bear the cost of technology
adoption. Because of the imperfect policy environment,
relevant policies related to the leading technologies of the new
energy industry have not yet been promulgated. Alternatively,
there may be regulations but no relevant implementation plans
have been introduced yet, which has hindered the market-
oriented development of this technology. The professional and
technical personnel of stronger enterprises has the ability to
accelerate the process of technology marketization and let new
technologies quickly enter a profitable state. Moreover,
companies with stronger comprehensive strength as innovators
can also provide imitators with higher practical utility X, thus
promoting the diffusion of leading technologies in the new energy
industry.

The diffusion of dominant technologies into imitator
enterprises depends on the difference between the actual
utility X of the innovator enterprise and the expected utility
S of the imitator enterprise itself. Following the innovator, the
imitator enterprise determines the expected market utility of
the leading technology based on the actual utility generated by
the innovator enterprise, and then decides whether to adopt it.
Leading technologies will be shared by multiple industries
because of their externalities. Because of the differences
between industries, companies will base different standards
when determining their expected utility. In this case, the
scientific evaluation system of a new technology within the
enterprise plays a key role. If companies can scientifically and
comprehensively consider new technologies, their risk of

adopting new technologies will greatly decrease. Therefore,
the scientific evaluation of new technologies is conducive to
the diffusion of leading technologies in imitating enterprises.
In contrast, inconsiderate adoption will lead to technology
application failures in the enterprise, which will interrupt the
subsequent diffusion of leading technologies. Therefore, the

FIGURE 1 | The influence of the innovator’s expected utility S on the
innovator enterprise. (A) The change in the number of innovator enterprise
when v � 0, w � 0.5. (B) The change in the number of innovator enterprise
when v � 0.5, w � 0. (C) The change in the number of innovator
enterprise when v � 0.5, w � 0.5.
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expected utility S of the innovator and the actual utility X of
the imitator are clearly the prerequisites for promoting the
diffusion of the leading technology of the new energy
industry.

Simulation of the Diffusion of Leading
Technology in the New Energy Industry
In the paper, MATLAB software was used to simulate the
diffusion mechanism of the new energy industry leading
technology. MATLAB software is widely used for numerical
calculations. According to its literal meaning (i.e., “matrix
laboratory,”) it can form a visual graph of a matrix
calculation, numerical analysis, and other processes, thus
making the modeling and simulation experiment of a
nonlinear dynamic system more convenient and efficient.
Therefore, this paper uses MATLAB software to simulate the
diffusion model of new energy industry’s leading technology, to
clarify the diffusion process of the new energy industry’s leading
technology.

The simulation in this paper is divided into two parts: First, the
effect of the expected utility of innovators on the number of
innovator enterprises is simulated; second, the effect of the
difference between the actual utility and the expected utility
on the imitator enterprises is simulated.

In the first part of the simulation, the total number of
innovators is 400. To explore the diffusion of the leading
technology of the new energy industry in government
oriented, market-oriented, and hybrid-oriented modes, this
paper simulates the diffusion curves for v � 0, w � 0.5, v �
0.5, w � 0, and v � 0.5, w � 0.5, respectively. Based on the research
of Hao, the expected utility s of innovators is increased, taking 0.3
and 0.5. The simulation experiment contains random
characteristics; therefore, in the process of numerical
simulation, this paper uses two groups of parameters to repeat
the experiment 10,000 times. Each time, 50 time steps are run,
and the average value of the cumulative number of innovators in
each time step is taken. This yields the curve of innovators’
changes caused by expected utility changes of innovators, as
shown in Figure 1.

To study the influence of the difference between the actual
utility of innovators and the expected utility of imitators on the
number of imitators, this paper assumes a total number of
imitators of 400, and the diffusion curves are simulated for v
� 0, w � 0.5, v � 0.5, w � 0.5, and v � 0.5, w � 0.5. The paper sets
the innovator’s actual utility x � 0.5, and the imitator’s expected
utility s to 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. Because the simulation
experiment will contain certain random characteristics, in the
process of the numerical simulation, this paper uses two groups of
parameters to repeat the experiment 10,000 times. Each time,
50 time steps are run, the average value of the accumulated
number of imitator enterprises in each time step is calculated.
Then, the curve of imitator enterprise changes caused by the
difference between the actual utility and the expected utility is
obtained, as shown in Figure 2.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows that the expected utility of innovators has a
more obvious impact on the peak number of innovators and
the time to reach the peak. When v � 0.5, w � 0, see Figure 1A,

FIGURE2 | Influence of the difference between the expected utility S and
the actual utility X of the imitator enterprise on the number of imitator
enterprises. (A) The change in the number of imitator enterprise when v � 0,
w � 0.5. (B) The change in the number of imitator enterprise when v �
0.5, w � 0. (C) The change in the number of imitator enterprise when v � 0.5,
w � 0.5.
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the number of innovators grows slowest, and the peak number
of innovators is lowest. This shows that because of the
imperfect policy environment (e.g., the relevant policies of
the new energy industry leading technology have not been
issued, or only relevant laws and regulations but no specific
implementation plan have been issued), the market-oriented
development of technology is hindered. This results in the
slow diffusion progress of new energy industry leading
technologies. When v � 0, w � 0.5, see Figure 1B, the
growth rate of the number of innovators is average, and
the peak of the number of innovators is also average. This
shows that because of the imperfect market environment, the
transaction mechanism related to the leading technology has
not been completed, and the technology absorbing party has
to pay a high cost. Only when enterprises with high
comprehensive strength take the lead as innovators, the
leading technology of the new energy industry can spread
smoothly. When v � 0.5, w � 0.5, see Figure 1C, the number of
innovators grows fastest, and the peak number of innovators
is highest. This shows that when the development of both
market environment and policy environment is good, an
enterprises with strong comprehensive strength can obtain
the relevant information of the leading technology of new
energy industry in time and can complete the transaction
quickly with the support of a relevant policy environment.
Under the support of market conditions, the leading
technology of new energy industry can be quickly
translated into production and relevant products can be
improved continuously. This promotes the leading
technology of the new energy industry effective diffusion of
operation. Therefore, the results of the simulation verify that
the higher expected utility of innovators can promote the
diffusion of new energy leading technology.

Figure 2 indicates that the difference between the actual
utility of innovators and the expected utility of imitators
exerts a significant impact on the peak number of imitators
and the time to reach the peak. When v � 0.5, w � 0, see
Figure 2A, the growth rate of imitator enterprises is slowest,
and the peak value of imitator enterprises is lowest. This
shows that because of the imperfect policy environment, the
actual utility of innovator enterprises is low. Consequently,
imitator enterprises cannot obtain favorable information to
adopt technology, and thus, the expected utility of imitator
enterprises for leading technology is also low. This hinders the
diffusion of leading technology in the new energy industry.
When v � 0, w � 0.5, see Figure 2B, the growth rate of imitator
enterprises and the peak of imitator enterprises are average.
This shows that because of the relative improvement of the
policy environment, several innovators can obtain better
benefits after adopting the leading technology. However,
because of the relatively backward development of the
market environment, if the enterprises determine the
expected utility only according to market demand, they
cannot produce higher expected utility for the leading
technology. Therefore, the objective and scientific
evaluation mechanism for the new technology enables
enterprises to obtain a more reasonable expected utility,
thus promoting the effective diffusion of leading
technologies in the new energy industry. When v � 0.5,
w � 0.5, see Figure 2C, the number of imitators grows fastest,
and the peak number of imitators is highest. This shows that a
better market environment and policy environment generally
enable innovator enterprises to obtain higher actual utility.
The broad market prospect and strong policy support can cause
the imitator enterprises to produce higher estimated utility,
thus accelerating the rapid and effective diffusion of the leading

TABLE 1 | The defination of parameters.

Parameter Equation Defination

t Eq. 1 Time
R(t) Eq. 1 The number of adopters of new products at time t
p Eq. 1 The innovation coefficient
q Eq. 1 The imitation coefficient
m Eq. 1 The maximum market potential
N(t) Eq. 1 The cumulative number of new product adopters before time t
q
mN(t) Eq. 1 The influence of the adopters on the imitators
F(t) Eq. 2 The cumulative proportion of adopters at time 0-t
n(t) Eq. 3 The number of adopters at time t
v Eqs. 4, 5 The overall market interaction coefficient in a region
w Eqs. 4, 5 The overall policy interaction coefficient in the same region
gq Eqs. 4, 5 The influence coefficients of the policy comprehensive interaction coefficient
gp Eqs. 4, 5 The influence coefficients of the market comprehensive interaction coefficient
e Eqs. 4, 5 The error term
Y Eq. 8 The diffusion ratio of a new technology
E Eq. 8 The environmental factor of the heterogeneous diffusion policy
S Eq. 8 The expected utility of the market
p � (E : S) Eq. 8 The judgment function of the expected utility of the technology absorber affected by the environmental impact of the

heterogeneous diffusion policy
q Eq. 8 The sensitivity coefficient of the technology absorber to the market
X Eq. 8 The utility of a new technology to the technology absorber
δ Eq. 8 The utility of technology replacement
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technology of the new energy industry. Therefore, the
simulation results verify that the difference between the
actual utility of innovators and the expected utility of
imitators can promote the diffusion of new energy leading
technologies.

CONCLUSION

This paper first builds a diffusion model of the leading technology of
the new energy industry based on the introduction of the Bass model
and its extendedmodel. Furthermore, the diffusionmechanism of the
leading technology of the new energy industry is analyzed. The
diffusion of leading technologies is mainly affected by the “expected
utility” of innovator firms and the “actual utility” of imitator firms,
and has been verified via simulation analysis. Based on the results,
relevant countermeasures and suggestions are proposed from the
perspectives of governments, industry associations, and enterprises.
These suggestions provide scientific and effective guidance for the
diffusion of leading technologies in the new energy industry.

The government can promote the diffusion of leading
technologies in the new energy industry in the following two
ways:

1) Formulate and promulgate patent protection policies and
regulations related to leading technology products. The aim
is to improve the policy environment and market
environment for the diffusion of leading technologies in
new energy industry, which can ensure the effective
diffusion of leading technologies. Because of the complexity
of the dominant technology and the lack of relevant policies
and regulations, the technical transaction process of dominant
technology is relatively long. A variety of conditions that lead
to transaction failures will occur during this period. The
government should assume the active role of the
intellectual property protection mechanism and establish a
dual system of patent administrative protection and judicial
protection, i.e., a “dual-track system” protection mode. The
government should cooperate with administrative agencies,
including patents, industry and commerce, technical
supervision, and customs, to gradually form a unified
evaluation standard for various cases of intellectual
property transactions. Furthermore, the government should
exercise sanctions against infringers in infringement disputes
by exercising administrative power. The various regulations of
the patent protection law should be improved and
implemented, so that law enforcement agencies can protect
the interests of rights holders through judgments in
accordance with laws and regulations. This not only
ensures the compliance of transactions, but also suppresses
malicious illegal acts, thus effectively promoting the diffusion
of leading technologies in the new energy industry.

2) Focus on cultivating innovator companies in the new energy
industry and enhancing their overall strength to increase the
expected utility of imitator companies. Because of the high cost of
technology adoption and the imperfect market environment, few
companies have actively adopted the leading technologies of the

new energy industry. Therefore, the government should select
specific companies with high-tech R&D and application
capabilities to focus on training, and policy support for
technology promotion at both the national and local levels.
For example, by providing funds and tax reductions,
companies with stronger comprehensive strength should be
encouraged to take the lead in technology research and
development and technology introduction, to thus increase the
comprehensive strength of enterprises and increase their profits as
innovator companies in the transformation of leading
technologies in the new energy industry. Furthermore, the
expected utility of imitator companies should be increased to
adopt leading technologies, and these companies should play a
leading and demonstrative role in the adoption of leading
technologies. Consequently, they can promote the rapid
diffusion of leading technologies within the new energy industry.

Industry associations can promote the diffusion of leading
technologies in the new energy industry in the following two
ways:

1) Industry associations should strive to promote the division of
labor and cooperation between innovators and imitators in the
industry, to increase the expected utility of innovators and the
actual utility of imitators. For fast-developing innovator
companies, resources should be allocated with a focus on
technological breakthroughs to encourage them to play a
demonstrative role for adopting leading technologies. Imitator
companies with relatively weak overall strength should be
encouraged to strengthen and innovate. Exchange meetings or
forums should be held in the name of industry associations to
promote technological exchanges and cooperation between
innovator and imitator companies. Furthermore, imitator
companies should be guided to selectively adopt leading
technologies based on their own strengths, thus promoting the
stable diffusion of new technologies.

2) Establish an information service platform within the industry
to promote the flow of information related to the leading
technology of the new energy industry; consequently, imitator
companies can quickly obtain information on how the
innovator companies use the leading technology. Industry
associations should establish a dedicated information service
platform, integrate information resources related to the
leading technology of the new energy industry, and
establish a service organization that provides the latest
information both in China and internationally.
Furthermore, domestic new energy companies should be
enabled to grasp important information related to the
leading technology in a timely manner to correctly predict
the effectiveness of leading technologies. Industry associations
should also provide technical services for new energy
companies, and gradually build and improve the dynamic
information service system related to the leading technology
of the new energy industry. Moreover, industry associations
should promote the exchange of relevant information both
within China and internationally, and ensure the accurate
transmission of relevant utility information about the leading
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technology, with the goal to ensure the process of leading
technology diffusion in the new energy industry.

Enterprises should promote the diffusion of leading
technologies in the new energy industry with regard to the
following two aspects:

Enterprises should start to establish a sound on-the-job
training system for employees, improve their own technology
application capabilities, increase confidence in the industrialization
of leading technology, and increase the expected utility of
companies for adopting leading technologies in the new energy
industry. New energy enterprises should combine their own
technical and production characteristics to formulate a
continuing education plan for professional and technical
personnel in R&D. The technical personnel should choose the
content of continuing education based on the needs to enhance the
scientific research capabilities of the technical personnel, thus
improving the enterprise’s technology application capabilities.
Enterprises should smoothly integrate the leading technology of
the new energy industry into the production process. At the same
time, relevant departments of new energy companies should
actively seek opportunities for project cooperation with Chinese
and foreign institutions of higher learning. Young andmiddle-aged
professional and technical backbone-employees should be sent to
colleges and universities for further studies, to thus improve the
technical strength and scientific research level of the enterprise.
The adaptability of technology will increase the expected utility of
the leading technology of the new energy industry and thus ensure
the smooth diffusion of the leading technology of the new energy
industry.

New energy enterprises should establish an effective
technology evaluation system, which will enable them to
accurately evaluate the effectiveness of leading technologies in
the new energy industry based on their own characteristics.
Because of the complicated marketization process of leading
technologies of the new energy industry, information
asymmetry will inevitably occur in the process of technology
trading and use. If enterprises determine the expected utility of
dominant technology based on the actual utility of an innovator
enterprise, an effective technology evaluation system needs to be
established. An effective technology evaluation system can also
improve the operating efficiency of the technology market, save
game funds, time, and energy for both parties of the transaction.
Therefore, core enterprises in the industry should lead the
establishment of a utility feedback platform to provide
specific basis and judgment standards for the adoption and
improvement of leading technologies in the new energy
industry. At the same time, enterprises of the new energy
industry should organize technical staff to establish a
technology evaluation system based on their own strengths
and enterprise development plans. This can ensure the
scientific evaluation of the leading technology, shorten the
time of the technology evaluation stage, and promote the

smooth implementation of the leading technology adoption
process. Consequently, the rapid and effective diffusion of
leading technologies in the new energy industry is promoted.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) As an
emerging industry, the new energy industry has important
strategic significance for replacing the existing oil, coal, and
other traditional energies, energy conservation, and
environmental protection. Research on the diffusion of the
leading technology in the new energy industry provides a
theoretical basis for the healthy development and industrial
optimization of the new energy industry. 2) From the
industrial level, this paper explores both the development
law and diffusion mechanism of the leading technology in
the new energy industry, which are conducive to improving
and enriching the theoretical system of technological
innovation. 3) This paper uses simulation analysis to verify
the diffusion mechanism of leading technologies in the new
energy industry. This approach effectively improved the
diffusion level of leading technology in the new energy
industry and provides a reference for energy upgrading. The
main limitation of this study is that only one model is used to
study the mechanism of technology diffusion. In future
research, the author will continue to integrate the classic
technology diffusion model to more deeply analyze the
mechanism of leading technology diffusion in the new
energy industry. Furthermore, simulation software is used
to simulate the technology diffusion in this paper, which
may be different from the actual situation. Practical cases
and statistical data will be used to verify the diffusion
mechanism in various situations.
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